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Abstract. We show that the entire cyclic cohomology of Banach algebras defined
by Connes has the simplicial normalization property. A key tool in the proof is the
notion and properties of supertraces on the Cuntz algebra QA. As an example of
further applications of this technique we give a proof of the homotopy invariance of
entire cyclic cohomology.
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1 Introduction

One of the basic features of the non-commutative geometry introduced in the fun-
damental work of Connes [Co1, Co3] is that in order to have a good analogue of
the de Rham homology for non-commutative spaces one needs to introduce cyclic
cohomology, or more generally, theories of cyclic type, like periodic cyclic cohomol-
ogy. In particular, the periodic cyclic cohomology is the natural target for the Chern
character map from K -homology. In the ‘finite dimensional’ situation, the K -cycles
are described by means of p-summable Fredholm modules, which are determined by
a representation of an algebra A in a Hilbert space H together with an involution
F , acting on H , such that [F, a] ∈ Lp(H), for all a ∈ A, where Lp(H) is the p-th
Schatten ideal in the algebra of bounded operators on H . There are examples that
demonstrate that in certain situations the hypothesis of finite summability should
be replaced by a weaker condition. The new condition of θ -summability [Co2] is re-
flected on cyclic cohomology by introduction of a growth condition on the cochains,
which are now elements of a certain Z/2-graded complex, the entire cyclic cochain
complex.

We define the entire cochain complex as follows. A cochain in this complex is a
possibly infinite sequence of multilinear functionals on A

(f0, f1, . . . , fn, . . .)

where fn : A⊗n+1 → C. A cochain is called even (odd) if its components fn are
nonzero when n is even (odd). This way we obtain a Z/2-graded complex equipped
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with the differential b + B acting between spaces of cochains of opposite parity.
This complex is not very interesting as its cohomology is trivial. When A is a
Banach algebra, inside this cochain complex there is a subcomplex of entire cochains
satisfying the following growth condition

∑

n≥0

||f2n||n! rn <∞(1.1)

for all positive real r . There is an identical condition to be satisfied by odd cochains.
The cohomology of this complex is the entire cyclic cohomology. We can define a
similar theory when we consider the same growth condition but we require that the
cochains be simplicially normalized. In other words, if f is a cochain, we require
that

fn(a0, a1, . . . , an) = 0

whenever ai = 1 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. It is a standard statement of the cyclic
cohomology that replacing cochains by normalized cochains is a quasi-isomorphism
[LQ], and in fact the same is true in theory of simplicial complexes [MacL]. It is our
aim in this paper to present a proof of a similar statement in the case of entire cyclic
cohomology.

In our approach we use the fact that we can associate with a unital algebra A a
universal algebra QA = A∗A, the Cuntz algebra, which is defined as the free product
of A by itself. Then there is a universal model for the simplicial normalization
problem, which may be described as follows. On the one hand we may consider the
free product with amalgamation over the identity element of A, thus obtaining the
Cuntz algebra QA in the category of unital algebras. On the other hand, following
Connes, we can adjoin the unit to A, thus obtaining the augmented algebra Ã, and
then we can form the Cuntz algebra QÃ where the amalgamation is taken over the
new unit. We show that, roughly speaking, the two ways of associating the Cuntz
algebra with A are equivalent from the point of view of entire cyclic cohomology.
More precisely, we show that there is a homotopy between QÃ and Q̃A = C ⊕ QA
which induces a quasi-isomorphism on the entire cyclic cohomology. We do this
by constructing a family φt of homomorphisms of QÃ and studying the effect of
its action on the supertraces on a completion QεÃ of QÃ . We show that this
family of homomorphisms respects the homotopy class of a supertrace. Since we are
interested in the case where A is a Banach algebra, we need to introduce a suitable
topology on the Cuntz algebra and consider homomorphisms and supertraces which
are continuous with respect to that topology.

The reason for introducing supertraces on the Cuntz algebra is that they lead to
certain entire cyclic cocycles and, moreover, in each entire cyclic cohomology class
there is an entire cyclic cochain coming from a supertrace on QA. Even more,
supertraces that are homotopic in a certain sense correspond to entire cyclic cocycles
which are in the same entire cyclic cohomology class. One of the difficulties which
we have to face is the problem of adapting the purely algebraic formalism of Cuntz-
Quillen to the present topological situation.
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Even if the problem that we address in this paper may seem technical, the method
which we employ should prove useful in other situations. We see the proof of sim-
plicial normalization property of entire cyclic cohomology as a first step towards
adapting the Cuntz-Quillen formalism to the study of cohomology theories of topo-
logical algebras. As another example of a possible application of this method we
present a proof of the homotopy invariance of the entire cyclic cohomology.

2 Universal algebras associated with an algebra

We begin with a discussion of two universal algebras associated with an algebra A,
namely the algebra of non-commutative differential forms ΩA and the Cuntz algebra
QA. In our exposition we use the approach presented in the series of papers by Cuntz
and Quillen [CuQ1, CuQ2, CuQ3], to which we refer the reader for more details.

Let A be a unital algebra. We shall denote by Ω1A the A-bimodule of 1 forms
over A. Denoting by d the canonical derivation of A with values in Ω1A, we have
that Ω1A is spanned by the symbols a0da1 , for a0 and a1 in A. The space of
n-forms is then defined by

ΩnA = Ω1A⊗A
n
· · · ⊗AΩ1A(2.1)

Let ΩA =
⊕

n ΩnA. We define a product on this graded space as follows. Let
ω1 · · ·ωn , for ωi ∈ Ω1A, be the image of ω1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ωn in ΩnA. Then put

(ω1 · · ·ωn)(η1 · · · ηm) = ω1 · · ·ηm(2.2)

We extend the differential d to ΩA so that it becomes a differential graded algebra
with respect to the above product.

An equivalent description of the space of forms is provided by a family of isomor-
phisms

ΩnA = A⊗ Ā⊗n

where Ā = A/C.
The Hochschild boundary operator b is defined on homogeneous forms of positive

degree by
b(ωda) = (−1)|ω|(ωa− aω) = (−1)|ω|[ω, a]

In degree zero we put b = 0. Thus b is a differential of degree −1 and square zero.
The Karoubi operator κ is defined by

κ(ωda) = (−1)|ω|daω

This operator of degree zero satisfies the following ‘homotopy’ formula

bd+ db = 1 − κ(2.3)

Moreover, κ commutes with both differentials b and d. Finally, on the space of
n-forms ΩnA, the operator B of Connes is defined by

B =
n∑

i=0

κid
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The operator B is a degree +1 differential, i.e. B2 = 0. Equipped with the two
differentials b and B the DG algebra of forms ΩA becomes a mixed complex in the
sense of Kassel [Ka1].

The homotopy formula (2.3) suggests that we can treat the operator 1−κ as the
formal analogue of the Laplacian on a Riemannian manifold. In particular, we have
direct sum decomposition of the algebra of forms into the eigenspaces of the operator
κ. Of most interest is the (generalized) eigenspace in ΩA where κ has eigenvalue 1.
Denoting by P the spectral projection onto this eigenspace we may write

ΩA = PΩA⊕ P⊥ΩA

Using a formal analogy with the situation of a Riemannian manifold, the subcomplex
PΩA is called the space of harmonic forms. Moreover, the complexes ΩA and
PΩA are quasi-isomorphic from the point of view of cyclic homotopy types. The
relevance of this decomposition in the entire cyclic cohomology will be explained in
the following sections.

We may consider the following natural algebraic completion of the algebra ΩA.
The subspace J =

⊕
n≥1 ΩnA of forms of degree at least 1 is an ideal in ΩA which

gives a decreasing filtration of ΩA

. . . Jn ⊂ . . . ⊂ J2 ⊂ J ⊂ ΩA

and we let Ω̂A be the J -adic completion of ΩA

Ω̂A = lim
←−

ΩA/Jn

It is not difficult to see that Ω̂A =
∏

n≥0 ΩnA. We shall make use of this algebraic
completion when describing various other topologies that can be introduced on the
algebra ΩA.

If the algebra A is nonunital we let Ã be the augmented algebra Ã = C ⊕ A.
We then form the DG algebra of non commutative differential forms ΩÃ as above,
but we note that in the present case the algebra of forms has the following new
properties. First, this algebra is itself augmented, i.e.

ΩÃ = C ⊕ Ω̄Ã

where the reduced part Ω̄Ã is the canonical nonunital differential graded algebra
generated by A. Furthermore, there is an isomorphism A⊗n+1 ⊕A⊗n → Ω̄nÃ . Thus
all the standard operators on Ω̄Ã may be given by suitable 2 × 2 matrices. In
particular we have that

d̃ =

(
0 0
1 0

)
, b̃ =

(
b 1 − λ
0 −b′

)
,

κ̃ =

(
λ 0

b′ − b λ

)
, B̃ =

(
0 0
Nλ 0

)
,
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where

b′(a0, . . . , an) =
n−1∑

i=0

(−1)i(a0, . . . , aiai+1, . . . , an)

λ(a0, . . . , an) = (−1)n(an, a0, . . . , an−1)

and Nλ =
∑n−1

i=1 λ
i in degree n. The algebra ΩÃ equipped with the operators

described above is identical to the first two columns in the classical double complex
of Connes-Loday-Quillen-Tsygan.

We now pass to the description of the Cuntz algebra QA associated with an
algebra A. If A is a unital algebra then the Cuntz algebra QA is defined as the free
product QA = A∗A in the category of unital algebras, i.e., with amalgamation over
the identity of A. There are two canonical homomorphisms ι, ιγ from A to QA and
a canonical automorphism of QA of order two: ω 7→ ωγ which interchanges ι and
ιγ . The algebra QA is a superalgebra which means that QA is Z/2-graded and the
grading is compatible with multiplication.

For a ∈ A, let p(a) and q(a) denote the even and odd components of ι(a)
with respect to the Z/2-grading of QA. If we put a = ι(a) and aγ = ιγ(a) then
p(a) = (a + aγ)/2 and q(a) = (a − aγ)/2. The following relations determine the
product in QA.

p(a1a2) = p(a1)p(a2) + q(a1)q(a2)
q(a1a2) = p(a1)q(a2) + q(a1)p(a2)

We deduce from these relations that any element in QA may be represented as a
linear combination of elements of the form p(a0)q(a1) · · · q(an). Note finally that the
unit of the algebra A is also the unit of QA and we have p(1) = 1, q(1) = 0.

There is a canonical map QA→ A which identifies the two copies of the algebra
A inside QA. This map is called the folding map, and its kernel is denoted by qA.
As in the case of the algebra of forms, there is a natural completion of this algebra
which is the inverse limit of the system Q̂A = lim

←−
QA/qAn . This completion is

again a Z/2-graded algebra.
There is a linear isomorphism µ between the underlying graded vector space of

the Cuntz algebra QA and the graded vector space of forms ΩA which on generators
is defined by

µ : p(a0)q(a1) · · · q(an) 7→ a0da1 · · ·dan

In particular, if a ∈ A as a subalgebra of QA then µ(a) = µ(p(a)) + µ(q(a)) =
a+ da ∈ ΩA.

The map µ becomes an isomorphism of Z/2-graded algebras when the algebra
ΩA is equipped with the Fedosov product defined as follows. If ω and η are two
homogeneous elements of ΩA we put

ω ◦ η = ωη − (−1)|ω|dωdη(2.4)

We may therefore think of the Cuntz algebra as a deformation of the algebra of
differential forms ΩA equipped with the Fedosov product. In particular, under this
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isomorphism, the ideal J in ΩA is identified with the folding ideal qA of the Cuntz
algebra.

Using this isomorphism it is easy to see that if Ã is an augmented algebra then
QÃ is also augmented

QÃ = C ⊕ Q̄Ã

where Q̄Ã , the reduced part of the Cuntz algebra, is the Cuntz algebra associated
with A in the nonunital category.

If A is in fact a unital algebra then the unit 1 of A has two images u and uγ

in QÃ which are idempotents. The corresponding involutions f = 2u − 1 and f γ

generate inside the algebra Q̂Ã an algebra which is isomorphic to Q̂C̃, the group
algebra of the infinite dihedral group. We shall record its basic properties for future
use [Cu2].

The dihedral group generated by the two involutions f and f γ may be presented
using the following two generators. First, let

L = log(ff γ) = −
∑

n≥1

(2fq(f))n/n

Since (ff γ)γ = f γf = (ff γ)−1 , we have on the one hand (eL)γ = e−L while on the
other (eL)γ = e(L

γ) from which follows that Lγ = −L, i.e. L is odd with respect to
the canonical automorphism γ .

We put W = eL/2 . Since ff γ = expL we have

Wf γ = WfeL = eL/2e−Lf = e−L/2f = feL/2

so that
f γ = W−1fW(2.5)

It is now a good moment to state explicit formulae for L and W that we will
need later [B].

2.6 Proposition. Let L = log(ff γ) = −
∑

n≥1(2fq(f))n/n. Then

log(ff γ) = −
∑

i≥1

((i− 1)!)2

(2i− 1)!
p(f)q(f)2i−1.

Let us now define Wt = exp(tL/2) for t ∈ [0, 1].

2.7 Proposition. For all t ∈ [0, 1] we have

Wt = 1 +
∑

n≥1

(−1)n22n−1

(
t/2 + n− 1

2n− 1

)
((t/2n)q(f)2n + p(f)q(f)2n−1)

Moreover, we have that W−t = W γ
t . Thus p(W−t) = p(Wt) and q(W−t) = −q(Wt).
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Proof. The first part of the proposition follows if we use the binomial series expansion
for Wt = etL = (ff γ)t/2 = (1− 2fq)t/2 , together with combinatorial formulae in [B].

We have seen that Lγ = −L, from which it follows that

W γ
t = (etL/2)γ = etLγ/2 = e−tL/2 = W−t

We note that when we compare this statement with the explicit formula for Wt given
above, we find the following symmetry of the binomial coefficients which appear in
the decomposition of Wt

(
−t/2 + n− 1

2n− 1

)
= (−1)2n−1

(
t/2 + n− 1

2n− 1

)

which is not very difficult to check directly. The second statement of the present
Proposition is now clear.

3 Topology on ΩA and QA

Let A be a unital Banach algebra equipped with a norm || ||. Let us denote by Ā =
A/C the quotient space which is a Banach space equipped with the quotient space
norm. The space of one-forms Ω1A becomes a Banach space with the completed
projective tensor product norm Ω1A = A⊗̂πĀ. The operator d : A → Ω1A is now
a continuous operator of unit norm. For any n ≥ 1 we equip the space of n-forms
ΩnA with the topology of the completed projective tensor product [Arv, p. 260 ff].
The differential d becomes a continuous derivation of unit norm and the product
(2.2) is now a continuous map.

Given this topological structure, we may now equip the differential graded algebra
ΩA =

⊕
n≥0 ΩnA with the following family of norms || ||r parametrized by a positive

real r . If ω =
∑

n≥0 ωn we put

||ω||r =
∑

n≥0

||ωn||πr
n

The derivation d becomes a continuous map d : (ΩA, || ||r) → (ΩA, || ||r). In
particular, ||da||r ≤ r||a|| for a ∈ A. If ωn is a homogeneous form of degree n then

||ωn||r = rn||ωn||, ||dωn||r = rn+1||dωn|| ≤ rn+1||ωn|| = r||ω||r

For any two r′ < r , let

frr′ : (ΩA, || ||r) −→ (ΩA, || ||r′)

be the identity map, which in this case is norm decreasing. This way we obtain
a direct system {(ΩA, || ||r), frr′}. Let ΩrA denote the completion of the space
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(ΩA|| ||r) with respect to the norm || ||r . This is now a Banach algebra, which
means that for any two forms ω , η in ΩrA we have [Arv, p. 262]

||ωη||r ≤ ||ω||r||η||r.

This formula follows directly from the definitions of the product (2.2) and the norm
|| ||r .

There is an induced direct system (ΩrA, frr′) of Banach algebras. We denote by
ΩεA the direct limit of this system as r → 0:

ΩεA = lim
−→

ΩrA

Finally, we denote by fr the canonical maps fr : ΩrA→ ΩεA, which are continuous
algebra homomorphisms. The derivation d extends to a continuous derivation dr :
ΩrA −→ ΩrA. The composite fr ◦ dr : ΩrA −→ ΩεA is a continuous derivation
of ΩrA with values in ΩεA and all derivations fr ◦ dr are compatible with the
maps fr′r . Thus this family of derivations is equivalent to a continuous derivation
d : ΩεA −→ ΩεA which makes ΩεA into a topological differential graded algebra
equipped with the locally convex topology induced by the topologies on ΩrA.

In the case when A is a unital Banach algebra, for any positive real r , the
completion ΩrÃ is an augmented Banach algebra

ΩrÃ = C ⊕ Q̄rÃ

from which it follows that also the direct limit of the corresponding direct system is
an augmented algebra

ΩεÃ = C ⊕ Ω̄εÃ

We now define a topology on the Cuntz algebra QA using the families of norms
|| ||r on ΩA together with the isomorphism µ between the two superalgebras. And
so if ω is an element of the Cuntz algebra QA then its norm ||ω||Qr

, for any positive
r is defined by

||ω||Qr
= ||µ(ω)||r

In particular, for a ∈ A, ||a||Qr
= ||a + da||r = ||a|| + r||da||. This means that the

isomorphism µ induces a new norm on the the algebra A which is equivalent to the
original Banach norm on A.

We shall need the following estimates for the Fedosov product.

3.1 Lemma. For any r > 0, and for any ω, η ∈ ΩrA we have

||ω ◦ η||r ≤ Cr||ω||r||η||r

where Cr = 1+r2 and ◦ denotes the Fedosov product of forms. If either of the forms
ω , η is closed then this estimate reduces to

||ω ◦ η||r ≤ ||ω||r||η||r
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Proof. If ω =
∑
ωn and η =

∑
ηn then

ω ◦ η =
∑

n≥0

∑

i+j=n

ωi ◦ ηj

=
∑

n≥0

∑

i+j=n

ωiηj − (−1)|ωi|dωidηj

The norm || ||Qr
of this form may then be estimated as follows.

||ω ◦ η||r ≤
∑

n≥0


 ∑

i+j=n

||ωiηj||


rn +

∑

n≥0


 ∑

i+j=n

||dωidηj||


rn+2

≤
∑

n≥0


 ∑

i+j=n

||ωi||||ηj||π


rn + r2

∑

n≥0


 ∑

i+j=n

||ωi||||ηj||


rn

= (1 + r2)||ω||r||η||r

The last statement of the lemma is now clear.

3.2 Corollary. If x, y ∈ QrA then

||xy||Qr
= ||µ(x) ◦ µ(y)||r ≤ (1 + r2)||µ(x)||r||µ(y)||r = Cr||x||Qr

||y||Qr

This means in particular that multiplication in the Cuntz algebra is continuous
in this topology.

We now introduce a direct system of normed spaces (QA, || ||Qr
) as in the case

of the algebra of differential forms. For any pair r′ < r there is a map

frr′ : (QA, || ||Qr
) −→ (QA, || ||Qr′

)

which is the identity map. Using the estimates

||ω||Qr′
= ||µ(ω)||r′ < ||µ(ω)||r = ||ω||Qr

we see that for any two r′ < r the map frr′ is continuous and norm decreasing. Let
us denote by QrA the completion of the space (QA, || ||Qr

), then there is a direct
system (QrA, frr′) of complete normed spaces. We denote by QεA its direct limit
taken as r → 0.

As before, in the case of a unital Banach algebra A, the Cuntz algebra QεÃ is
also an augmented algebra. This follows from the fact that for any r we have

QrÃ = C ⊕ Q̄rÃ
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so that we have
QεÃ = C ⊕ Q̄εÃ

where Q̄εÃ is the direct limit of the direct subsystem Q̄rÃ.

Our last task in this section is to show that the elements L and Wt of the
algebraic completion Q̂Ã are in fact elements of the locally convex algebra QεÃ.

3.3 Proposition. If respecting the notations introduces previously we define

L = log ff γ = −
∑

n≥1

1

n
(2fq(f))n

and Wt = exp tL/2, t ∈ [0, 1], then L and Wt are elements of QεÃ. More precisely,
they belong to QrÃ for all r < 1/||q(f)||.

Proof. Recall from lemma 2.6 that L is given by the following explicit formula

log(ff γ) = −
∑

n≥1

((n− 1)!)2

(2n− 1)!
p(f)q(f)2n−1

Since
((n− 1)!)2

(2n− 1)!
=

(n− 1)!

n(n + 1) . . . (2n− 1)
≤ 1

for any n > 1, we have that

||L||Qr
≤

∑

n≥1

||p(f)q(f)2n−1||Qr

≤
∑

n≥1

||p(f)q(f)||2n−1r2n−1.

The last series above is clearly convergent for r < 1/||q(f)||, which proves the first
part of our statement.

We note here for future use that the same estimate may be written as

||L||Qr
≤ r||p(f)q(f)||

∑

n≥0

||q(f)||2nr2n =
r||p(f)q(f)||

1 − (||q(f)||r)2

Thus if we restrict r to r < r0 = 1/2||q(f)||, say, we may write

||L||Qr
≤ rN(3.4)

where N = (4/3)||p(f)q(f)||.
We now turn to the family of operators Wt = exp(tL/2). Note that if ω ∈ QrÃ

then also eω ∈ QrÃ. Indeed, we have

||eω||Qr
≤
∑

n≥0

Cn−1
r

||ω||nQr

n!
≤ exp(Cr||ω||Qr

) <∞
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since ||ω||Qr
is finite by hypothesis. This is sufficient to prove the second part of our

hypothesis.

It is now a good moment to record a more precise estimate of the norm of the
odd part of Wt which will be needed in what follows.

3.5 Proposition. For any t ∈ [0, 1] and any r < r0 = 1/2||q|| we have

||q(Wt)||Qr
≤ rN

where the constant N is as in the formula (3.4).

Proof. From our explicit expression for Wt it follows that

q(Wt) =
∑

n≥1

cnp(f)q(f)2n−1

where

cn = (−1)n22n−1

(
t/2 + n− 1

2n− 1

)

The binomial coefficient above may be estimated as follows. Note first that

|cn|

|cn−1|
=

|4(t/2 + n− 1)(t/2 − n + 1)|

(2n− 2)(2n− 1)
=

4|(n− 1)2 − (t/2)2|

2(n− 1)(2n− 1)
≤ 1

so that |cn| ≤ |cn−1| for all n ≥ 1. Since |c1| ≤ 1 we have that |cn| ≤ 1 for all n.
It now follows that

||q(Wt)||Qr
≤
∑

n≥1

||cnp(f)q(f)2n−1||Qr
≤ r||p(f)q(f)||

∑

n≥0

||q(f)||2nr2n ≤ rN

for r ≤ 1/2||q(f)||.

4 A homotopy

A first step in the proof of the simplicial normalization theorem for entire cyclic
cohomology will be to show that the algebras QεÃ and C ⊕ QεA are homotopy
equivalent. At the same time we shall establish a homotopy equivalence between the
superalgebras Q̄εÃ and QεA. We establish the required homotopy using a certain
family {φt} of continuous superalgebra homomorphisms φt : QεÃ→ QεÃ. The defi-
nition and properties of the family φt , which have been suggested to us by J. Cuntz
(see also [Cu2]), will depend in an important way on the properties of the operators
L and Wt established in the previous section.

For any t ∈ [0, 1] we put

a 7→ at = e−tL/2aetL/2 = W−taWt

aγ 7→ aγ
t = etL/2aγe−tL/2 = Wta

γW−t
(4.1)
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We note that the first of the two maps is a homomorphism from the algebra A to
the underlying algebra of QεÃ and that the other map is induced from the first by
applying the canonical automorphism γ which sends at to aγ

t . This pair of algebra
homomorphisms extends to the following family of homomorphisms φt : QÃ −→
QεÃ. For ω ∈ QεÃ, ω = p(a0)q(a1) · · · q(an), we have

φt(ω) = ωt = pt(a0)qt(a1) · · · qt(an)

where
pt(a) = p(at) = 1/2(at + aγ

t )
qt(a) = q(at) = 1/2(at − aγ

t )

We remark that φ0 is the identity map whereas φ1 is the map which sends f to f γ

by (2.5).

4.2 Theorem. The family φt defined above is a family of continuous superalgebra
homomorphisms from QεÃ to QεÃ.

The proof depends on a few estimates, which we derive below. Before we begin we
note that, for any t ∈ [0, 1] and any λ ∈ C, pt(λ) = λ and qt(λ) = 0 so that φt

acts nontrivially only on the reduced part Q̄εÃ of the algebra QεÃ, and therefore
we shall concentrate on this case.

First we need to estimate norms || ||Qr
of pt(a) and qt(a), for any a ∈ A ⊂ Ã .

4.3 Proposition. For any t ∈ [0, 1] and any r < r0 = 1/2||q(f)|| we have the
following estimates for any a ∈ A

||p(at)||Qr
≤ M ′||p(a)||Qr

||q(at)||Qr
≤ M ′′||q(a)||Qr

where M ′ and M ′′ are constants which only depend on r0 . We may then replace
them with M = max(M ′,M ′′).

Proof. As both estimates are proved in the same way, we give the details of the proof
of the second of the two.

Using the definition of the product in the Cuntz algebra we may write that the
odd part q(at) of at is given by

q(at) = p(Wt)p(a)q(Wt) + p(Wt)q(a)p(Wt)

−q(Wt)p(a)p(Wt) − q(Wt)q(a)q(Wt)

where we have used the fact that p(W−t) = p(Wt) and q(W−t) = −q(Wt). The terms
containing q(a) present no problem from the point of view of our estimates, so let
us concentrate on the other two terms. Using proposition 3.5 we have that

||p(Wt)p(a)q(Wt)||Qr
≤ C2

r ||p(Wt)||Qr
Nr||p(a)||Qr

= C2
r ||p(Wt)||Qr

N ||q(a)||Qr

= M1||q(a)||Qr

12



for any r < r0 and any a ∈ A, and similarly with the second term containing p(a).
We have used here that r||p(a)||Qr

= ||q(a)||Qr
for a ∈ A. Thus the norm of q(at) is

bounded from above by the sum of four terms of the form Mi||q(a)||Qr
, which leads

to the required formula when we put M ′′ to be the sum of the Mi ’s, for i = 1, . . . , 4.

It follows that if ωn = p(a0)q(a1) . . . q(an) then

||ωt,n||Qr
≤Mn+1rn||p(a0)||||q(a1)|| · · · ||q(an)|| = Mn+1rn||ωn||

Let us now assume that ω ∈ Q̄εÃ . This means that there exists an r , which may
always be chosen to be smaller than r0 , such that ω ∈ Q̄rÃ, i.e. that ω =

∑
n≥0 ωn

and
||ω||Qr

=
∑

n≥0 ||ωn||Qr

=
∑

n≥0 ||ωn||r
n <∞

We now want to find an estimate of the norm of ωt . We have

||ωt||Qr′
= ||

∑

n≥0

ωt,n||Qr′
≤
∑

n≥0

Mn+1||ωn||Qr′

= M
∑

n≥0

||ωn||M
nr′

n
≤M ||ω||Qr

if r′ ≤ r/M . We have thus proved that for any ω ∈ Q̄εÃ there exist two norms
|| ||Qr′

and || ||Qr
, where r′ < r < r0 , such that

||φt(ω)||Qr′
≤M ||ω||Qr

(4.4)

where M is the constant determined in the estimates of the norms of pt(a) and qt(a)
above. But this means that, for any t ∈ [0, 1], φt is a continuous homomorphism
QεÃ→ QεÃ in the locally convex topology with which QεÃ is equipped as the direct
limit of the system (QrÃ, frr′). This gives the proof of Theorem 4.2.

It is clear that the folding map in QC̃

0 → qC̃ → QC̃ → C̃ → 0(4.5)

induces a canonical projection

QÃ −→ C ⊕QA

The kernel of this projection is an ideal I generated in QÃ by qC̃ , the kernel of
the folding map (4.5). In the analytic situation, in any of the completions QrÃ we
consider the closed ideal Ir , which is the completion of the ideal I in the topology
defined by the norm || ||Qr

. Thus we deduce that there are the following continuous
isomorphisms

C ⊕QrA = QrÃ/Ir, QrA = Q̄rÃ/Ir(4.6)

This observation, together with the properties of the family {φt} of homomorphisms
of QεÃ allows us to define a lift of QεA back into QεÃ. In fact we prove

13



4.7 Proposition. We have the following continuous isomorphism of locally convex
superalgebras

φ1/2(Q̄εÃ) ' QεA

Proof. First let us note that φ1/2(f) = φ1/2(f
γ) from which it follows that also

φ1/2(u) = φ1/2(u
γ). Thus if we apply the family φt to the superalgebra Q̂εÃ then

the effect of this action, when we let t vary between 0 and 1/2, is that it continuously
deforms the subalgebra Q̂C̃ to C. Indeed, we see that φ1/2(L) = 0 and φ1/2(W ) = 1.

Thus from the purely algebraic point of view φ1/2(Q̂Ã) is the augmented free product
C⊕φ1/2(A)∗φ1/2(A). From the universal properties of the algebras involved follows

that the free product φ1/2(A) ∗φ1/2(A) is isomorphic to Q̂A. We now need to adapt
this situation to our analytic context.

First we define a map φ1/2(Q̄εÃ) → QεA. Since φt : Q̄εÃ→ Q̄εÃ is a continuous

homomorphism for any t ∈ [0, 1], there exists a positive real r such that φ1/2(Q̄Ã) ⊂

Q̄rÃ . We then put for any ω ∈ Q̄εÃ

φ1/2(ω) 7→ [φ1/2(ω)] ∈ Q̄rÃ/Ir

Since this map is just the restriction of the canonical projection Q̄rÃ → Q̄rÃ/Ir to
the image of φ1/2 , it is continuous.

To define the inverse map, let [ω] ∈ Q̄rÃ/Ir and let us choose a representative
ω0 ∈ QrA of this class. We define

ξ : Q̄rÃ/Ir 3 [ω] 7→ φ1/2(ω0) ∈ Qr′Ã

This map is well defined, since for any r > 0, φ1/2 vanishes on the ideal Ir , so
that the above assignment does not depend on the choice of ω0 . To show that it is
continuous we note that, as the space Q̄rÃ/Ir is equipped with the quotient space
norm

||[ω]||Qr
= inf

η∈Ir

||ω + η||Qr
,

for any r there exists ω0 ∈ [ω] such that ||ω0||Qr
≤ 2||[ω]||Qr

. Since φt is continuous
for any t ∈ [0, 1], from the estimate (4.4) it now follows that there is an r′ < r such
that

||ξ([ω])||Qr′
= ||φ1/2(ω0)||Qr′

≤M ||ω0||Qr
≤ 2M ||[ω]||Qr

This shows that the map ξ is continuous for all r and so it is continuous in the
locally convex topology on the union of Q̄rÃ/Ir ' QrA. This finishes the proof.

With this proposition we have constructed the following homotopy

QεÃ −→ C ⊕ φ1/2(Q̄εÃ) ' C ⊕QεA
l
↪→ QεÃ(4.8)

where the map l is the lift provided by the previous theorem. There is a correspond-
ing homotopy of the reduced part Q̄εÃ onto QεA

Q̄εÃ −→ φ1/2(Q̄εÃ) ' QεA
l
↪→ Q̄εÃ

14



This homotopy will be a key ingredient when we compare the entire cyclic cohomology
of Q̄εÃ with the entire cyclic cohomology of QεA.

5 Continuous supertraces on the Cuntz algebra and the entire cyclic

cohomology

In this section we shall describe supertraces on the Cuntz algebra and the notion of
homotopy of supertraces. In our discussion we shall frequently use the identification
of the Cuntz algebra QA with the space of differential forms ΩA equipped with the
Fedosov product.

A cochain on ΩA is a linear functional f with values in C. Any cochain is
uniquely determined by its components

fn(a0, a1, · · · , an) = f(a0da1 · · ·dan)

where fn : ΩnA→ C. Cochains defined by the above formula are called simplicially
normalized since they satisfy fn(a0, a1, . . . , an) = 0 if ai = 1 for some i ≥ 1. The
space of all cochains is a Z/2-graded complex ΩA∗ equipped with the differential
b+B , which is the transpose of the differential introduced on ΩA. A cochain f ∈ ΩA∗

is called harmonic if it is invariant under the action of P , the operator of spectral
projection. If f is a cocycle in the b + B complex then fbB = f(b + B)B = 0.
Recall now the following fact [CuQ2, Propn. 8.5].

5.1 Proposition. If fbB = 0 then f is harmonic, i.e. fP = f , if and only if f
is κ-invariant, where κ is the Karoubi operator introduced in Section 2

It follows that a cocycle is harmonic if and only if it is invariant under the action of
the Karoubi operator κ.

If A is a Banach algebra, the cochain complex ΩA∗ contains the simplicially
normalized entire cochain complex ΩεA

∗ , which by definition is a subcomplex con-
sisting of all cochains satisfying the entire growth condition (1.1). We denote the
cohomology of this complex by HE∗sn and call it simplicially normalized entire cyclic
cohomology.

5.2 Remark. In the preprint version of their paper [CuQ2] Cuntz and Quillen
proved that HE∗sn(A) = H∗((PΩεA)∗, b+B).

A supertrace on the Cuntz algebra QA is a linear functional τ which satisfies
the following identity

τ(ωη) = (−1)|ω||η|τ(ηω)

for any two homogeneous elements ω and η of QA.
Since the Cuntz algebra is a superalgebra, any functional f on QA is uniquely

represented as the sum of even and odd components. By definition, a cochain is even
if fγ = f and is odd when fγ = −f where γ is the canonical automorphism of QA.
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If we identify the Cuntz algebra with the algebra of differential forms equipped
with the Fedosov product then we can relate supertraces with cocycles in the complex
(ΩA, b +B). And so a cochain τ is a supertrace if and only if

τn−1b = 2τn+1d

and τnκ = τn , for n > 0. Let

z2m =
(−1)m

m!
, z2m+1 =

(−1)m2m

(2m+ 1)!!

and put τ z = τz . When we use that τnB = nτnd when τ is κ-invariant, then we
derive instantly the following property satisfied by the rescaled cochains:

τ z
n−1b+ τ z

n+1B = 0

for all positive n. In other words we have the following [CuQ2, Cor. 8.2].

5.3 Proposition. A linear functional τ on ΩA is a supertrace on QA if and only
if the rescaled cochain τ z satisfies the identities τ z(b + B) = 0 and τ z = τ zκ in
positive degrees.

Let us now consider the cases where τ is an even or an odd supertrace. In the even
case there is clearly an equivalence between even supertraces on QA and harmonic
cocycles. In the odd case the situation is slightly different since now the cocycle
condition in the lowest degree is equivalent to

(τ z(b+B))0(a) = (τ zB)1(da) = τ z(da) = 0

Thus τ z is a cocycle if and only if τ zda = 0 for any a ∈ A. The same condition
expressed in terms of the Cuntz algebra reads τ z(q(a)) = 0 for any a ∈ A. Thus
odd harmonic cocycles correspond to odd traces τ on QA for which τ z(q(a)) = 0
for all a ∈ A. To summarise we state the following.

5.4 Proposition.

1. There is a bijection (given by the family z of constants introduced above) be-
tween the even harmonic cocycles in (PΩεA

∗, b + B) and continuous even su-
pertraces on QεA.

2. There is a bijection between the odd harmonic cocycles in PΩεA and odd con-
tinuous supertraces τ on QεA satisfying the condition τ(q(a)) = 0, for all
a ∈ A.

Another crucial ingredient of our reasoning is the notion of homotopy of super-
traces. To describe homotopy of supertraces on QA we use the X -complex ap-
proach of Cuntz and Quillen [CuQ3]. We therefore need to discuss supertraces on
the superbimodule Ω1QA over the Cuntz algebra QA. As before, supertraces on
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Ω1QA are linear functionals T which vanish on the supercommutator quotient space
Ω1QA\s = Ω1QA/[QA,Ω1QA]s . First of all, it turns out that we may identify the
supercommutator quotient space Ω1Q\s with the space Ω1A⊕ΩA [CuQ4]. We shall
use the following notation. Let θ be the inclusion θ : A→ QA and θγ the composi-
tion of θ with the canonical automorphism γ of Q. We let p denote the cochain on
A given by p = (θ+ θγ)/2 and similarly q = (θ− θγ)/2. We then have the following
identification of the even part (Ω1Q\s)

ev of the supercommutator space

⊕

n≥0

A⊗ Ā2n+1 '
−→ (Ω1Q\s)

ev

This isomorphism is given by the cochains (θγq2ndθ)ev . The odd part of the super-
commutator space is

Ω1A⊕
⊕

n≥1

A⊗ Ā⊗2n '
−→ (Ω1QA\s)

od

where this time the isomorphism is given by cochains (θdθ)od , (θq2n−1dθ)od . Using
this coordinate system, Cuntz and Quillen show [CuQ4] that the components of an
even supertrace T on Ω1Q are given by the following cochains

T2n+1 = T (θγq2ndθ) : A⊗ Ā2n → C

On the other hand, an odd supertrace T has the following cochains as its components

T2n = T (θq2n−1dθ), T1 = Tθdθ, T1b = 0

To summarise, using the above isomorphisms, we have can represent any supertrace
T on Ω1Q in terms of cochains on Ω1A⊕ΩA. From now on components of functionals
on Ω1QA will always be written in terms of these isomorphisms. We can now state
the following [CuQ4]

5.5 Proposition. Let T be a supertrace on Ω1QA and let δ be the differential
δ : QA→ Ω1QA. Then we have

(T ◦ δ)2n = −nPbT2n−1 +BT2n+1

(T ◦ δ)2n+1 = (n + 1/2)PbT2n − BT2n+2

(5.6)

We say that two supertraces on QA are homotopic if and only if there exists a
supertrace T on Ω1QA such that

τ0 − τ1 = T ◦ δ.

5.7 Proposition. If τ0 and τ1 are homotopic supertraces on QA then the corre-
sponding cocycles τ z

0 and τ z
1 are cohomologous in the cochain complex (ΩA∗, b+B).
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Proof. Let us first assume that τ0 and τ1 are even homotopic supertraces on QA.
Since the difference of two even supertraces is an even supertrace, we may use the
rescaling given by the family z of constants to write the formula for the corresponding
cocycle on ΩA equipped with the differential b+B . Using the formula (5.6) we have

(τ1 − τ0)
z
2n =

(−1)n

n!
(τ1 − τ0)

=
(−1)n

n!
(T ◦ δ)2n

=
(−1)n

n!
(−nPbT2n−1 +BT2n+1)

The rescaled cochain (τ1 − τ0)
z is a κ-invariant cocycle in the complex (ΩA, b+B),

and so it follows from proposition 5.1 that it is invariant under the operator P . The
above identity indicates that therefore the right hand side must also be P -invariant,
and so we have

(τ1 − τ0)
z = (τ1 − τ0)

zP = −nbPT2n−1 +BPT2n+1

where we have used that P commutes with b and B . If we denote by T̃2n+1 =
(−1)nPT2n+1/n! we may write

(τ1 − τ0)
z
2n = bT̃2n−1 +BT̃2n+1

which demonstrates that the cocycle (τ1 − τ0)
z is a coboundary.

Let us now assume that τ0 and τ1 are odd supertraces. In this case, the rescaled
cocycle (τ1 − τ0)

z satisfies the following homotopy identity

(τ1 − τ0)
z
2n+1 =

(−1)n2n

(2n+ 1)!!
((n+

1

2
)PbT2n − BT2n+2)

= bT̃2n+BT̃2n+2

where T̃2n =
(−1)n2n

(2n + 1)!!
PT . We have used again the fact that the cocycle (τ1 − τ0)

z

is P -invariant.

Finally, in the case when A is a Banach algebra, one shows as in [Co2, Prop. 2.4]
that cocycles coming from a continuous supertrace on QεA satisfy the entire growth
condition.

Our next step is to prove that the family φt of homomorphisms establishes an
isomorphism between the homotopy classes of supertraces on Q̄εÃ and QεA.

5.8 Proposition. Let τ be a continuous supertrace on Q̄εÃ. Then τt = τ ◦ φt is a
continuous supertrace on Q̄εÃ whose homotopy class does not depend on t.
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Proof. Since φt is a superalgebra homomorphism, it is clear that τt = τ ◦ φt is a
continuous supertrace for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Let us define the following map T on Ω1QεÃ .
For any ω , η in Q̄εÃ we put

T (ωδη) =
∫ 1

0
τ(φt(ω)φ̇t(η))dt

We claim that T is a well-defined continuous supertrace on Ω1QεÃ . Let us put aside
for the moment the problem of differentiability of φt , and concentrate on the purely
algebraic supertrace condition.

If α ∈ Q̄εÃ and ω , η are as above, then the supercommutator [α, ωδη]s is given
by

[α, ωδη]s = αωδη − (−1)|α||ω||η|ωδηα

= αωδη − (−1)|α||ω||η|(ωδ(ηα)− ωηδα)
(5.9)

Using the fact that τ is a supertrace on Q̄εÃ we have for any t ∈ [0, 1]

τ(φt(ω)φ̇t(ηα)) = τ(φt(ω)φ̇t(η)φt(α))

+ τ(φt(ω)φt(η)φ̇t(α))

= (−1)|α||ω||η|τ(φt(α)φt(ω)φ̇t(η))

+ τ(φt(ω)φt(η)φ̇t(α)

we see that applying T to both sides of (5.9) shows that T vanishes on supercom-
mutators and so it is a supertrace.

We now need to check that we can differentiate and integrate φt in the way
required by the above definition of the supertrace T . First of all, from the definition
(4.1) it follows that ȧt = φ̇t(a) = W−t[L, a]Wt , for any a ∈ A, since L commutes with
Wt = etL/2 . Similarly, we have that ȧγ

t = e−tL/2[aγ, L]etL/2 . Using this observation
we have

φ̇t(p(a)) = p([L, at])

φ̇t(q(a)) = q([L, at])

We can now find estimates for the norms of these elements with respect to the norm in
the algebra QrÃ . Using the two formulae above together with our previous estimates
we see that for all r < r0

||p([L, at])||Qr
≤ 2Cr||L||Qr

||q(at)||Qr

≤ 2Cr||L||Qr
M ||q(a)||Qr

= 2Crr||L||Qr
M ||p(a)||Qr
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where, as usual, Cr = 1 + r2 . Moreover, using the estimate (3.4) we have

||q([L, at])||Qr
≤ 2Cr||L||Qr

||p(at)||Qr

≤ 2CrMNr||p(a)||Qr

= 2CrMN ||q(a)||Qr

It follows that if ωn = p(a0)q(a1) · · · q(an) then

||(ω̇n,t)||Qr
= ||ṗt(a0)qt(a1) · · · qt(an) +

∑
i pt(a0)qt(a1) · · · q̇t(ai) · · · qt(an)||Qr

≤ 2Cr(||L||Qr
r +N)Mn+1||ωn||Qr

Let us put s = 2Cr(||L||Qr
r+N). We then have in general that if ω =

∑
ωn ∈ Qr′Ã

then
||φ̇t(ω)||Qr

≤
∑

n≥0

sMn+1r||ωn||Qr

and the series on the right hand side is convergent for r < r′/M .
It is slightly easier to show that φt behaves well with respect to integration. We

have

||
∫ 1

0
φt(ω)dt||Qr

≤
∫ 1

0
||φt(ω)||Qr

dt ≤
∫ 1

0
M ||ω||Qr

dt ≤ M ||ω||Qr

The above results show that indeed the homotopy class of the supertrace τt =
τ ◦ φt does not depend on t. Since we want to use supertraces to describe entire
cyclic cocycles, we must also check that if τ is an odd supertrace on Q̄εÃ such that
τ(q(a)) = 0 for any a that τt has the same property. But this follows directly from
the trace identity

τ ◦ φtq(a) = (1/2)τ(at − aγ
t ) = (1/2)τ(a− aγ) = τq(a) = 0

This finishes the proof.

5.10 Corollary. The family φt of homomorphisms of QεÃ induces an isomor-
phism of homotopy classes of supertraces on Q̄εÃ and QεA.

6 Simplicial normalization in the entire cyclic cohomology

In his definition of entire cyclic cohomology, Connes [Co2] uses the complex
(C(A)∗, b +B), whose elements are simplicially unnormalized cochains described in
the introduction. By definition, the entire cochain complex is the subcomplex Cε(A)∗

of cochains satisfying the entire growth condition (1.1). Let us denote by HE∗(A)
the cohomology of this complex, which we shall call the entire cyclic cohomology.

Inside the entire complex Cε(A)∗ there is a subcomplex of simplicially normalized
entire cochains (Ωε(A)∗, b + B). We shall call the cohomology of this complex the
simplicially normalized entire cohomology which we shall denote by HE∗sn(A). Our
main goal in this paper is to prove the following simplicial normalization theorem.
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6.1 Theorem. The inclusion

ΩεA
∗ → Cε(A)∗

induces an isomorphism
HE∗sn(A) ' HE∗(A)

Proof. A starting point for the proof of this theorem is the following theorem
proved by Connes [Co2, Lemma 1.6, Propn. 2.3 and 2.4]. First we say that a cochain
ψ ∈ C(A)∗ is normalized in the sense of Connes (or simply normalized) if and only
if ψB0(1 − λ) = 0, where B0 = (1 − λ)h and h is any operator of degree +1 such
that [b′, h] = 1.

6.2 Theorem.

1. Any entire cyclic cocycle is cohomologous to a normalized entire cocycle.

2. There is a 1-1 correspondence between even normalized entire cocycles and
continuous supertraces on Q̄εÃ given by ψ 7→ (ψ,B0ψ).

Moreover, there is the following commutative diagram of Z/2-graded chain com-
plexes equipped with the differential b +B .

Ω̄Ã
j

−→ C(A)
↘π ↓p

ΩA

(6.3)

where the map j : Ω̄Ã → C(A) is given by j(ω, η) = ω + B0η . The map π :
Ω̄Ã→ ΩA is induced by the canonical projection p :

⊕
n≥0A⊗ Ā⊗n → ΩA given by

pn(a0, a1, . . . , an) = a0da1 · · ·dan . When elements of Ω̄Ã are represented by column

vectors

(
x
y

)
∈ A⊗n+1 ⊕ A⊗n then the projection π is given by πn = (pn, dpn−1).

Let us assume that f is a cocycle in ΩεA. Following Remark 5.2 we may assume
that f is harmonic. Then it is also κ-invariant, so there is an associated supertrace
τ = fz−1 on QA. The image of f in Ω̄Ã is (fp, fdp), which is the same as
(fp, fB0p), since pB0 = dp. Therefore, this cocycle corresponds to a supertrace on
Q̄Ã and so descends to a normalized cocycle fp in Cε(A)∗ . But this proves that
the image fp of the cocycle f is a normalized cocycle. It follows that the map
HE∗sn(A) → HE∗(A) is injective.

Let us now take a normalized cocycle g ∈ Cε(A)∗ . This cocycle lifts to a super-
trace τ on Q̄εÃ, which in coordinates is given by (gz−1, gB0z

−1). Corollary 5.10
implies that τ is homotopic to a supertrace of the form τ ′π , where τ ′ is a supertrace
on QεA. To be precise, τ ′ = τ ◦ l . It is clear that in our usual coordinates on Ω̄εÃ ,
this supertrace corresponds to the cocycle

(τ ′π)z = ((τ ′p)z, (τ ′dp)z) = ((τ ′p)z, (τ ′pB0)
z)
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This cocycle descends to a normalized cocycle (τ ′p)z in Cε(A)∗ . Since τ is homotopic
to τ ′π the cocycle τ z is cohomologous to the cocycle (τ ′π)z . It follows that the
cocycles g and (τ ′p)z are cohomologous in Cε(A)∗ . On the other hand, the supertrace
τ ′ determines a κ-invariant cocycle (which is also P -invariant) cocycle (τ ′)z in ΩεA

∗ .
But it is clear that the canonical inclusion ΩεA

∗ → Cε(A)∗ sends (τ ′)z to (τ ′p)z .
This shows that

HE∗sn(A) 3 [(τ ′)z] 7→ [(τ ′p)z] = [g] ∈ HE∗(A)

It follows that the induced map HE∗sn(A) → HE∗(A) is surjective.

6.4 Remark. It is an amusing application of this theorem to calculate the entire
cyclic cohomology of C. Since QC = C in degree zero and zero otherwise, we have
that HEeven(C) = C, since supertraces on C are just linear maps C → C, and
HEodd(C) = 0.

7 Homotopy invariance of the entire cyclic cohomology

As it was mentioned in the introduction, the use of supertraces on the Cuntz algebra
is a very useful tool in studying entire cyclic cohomology. In this section we present
another example of such an application in the case of homotopy invariance of this
cohomology theory [K].

Let us then consider two unital Banach algebras A and B and a continuous
family of homomorphisms ft : A→ B . We assume that each of the homomorphisms
ft is continuous for t ∈ [0, 1] and that the family is uniformly bounded, i.e. that
there exists a constant M such that ||ft|| ≤M for t ∈ [0, 1]. We suppose, moreover,
that the corresponding family of derivatives ḟt with respect to the parameter t is
continuous and uniformly bounded by a constant N on the interval [0, 1]. We then
have the following.

7.1 Theorem. Let ft : A → B be a family of homomorphisms of Banach algebras
satisfying the properties given above. Then f0 and f1 induce the same map on the
entire cyclic cohomology HE∗(B) → HE∗(A).

Proof. The family of homomorphisms ft : A→ B extends to a family of continuous
homomorphisms of continuous homomorphisms of the corresponding Cuntz algebras
Φt : QrA→ QrB for any positive real r if we define

Φt(p(a0)q(a1) · · · q(an)) = p(ft(a0))q(ft(a1)) · · · q(ft(an))

To prove that this map is continuous for any positive real r we first need to find
estimates for ||p(ft(a))||Qr

and ||q(ft(a))||Qr
. From the definition of the norm on

the Cuntz algebra we have

||p(ft(a))|| = ||ft(a)|| ≤M ||a|| = M ||p(a)||
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and
||q(ft(a))|| = ||d(ft(a))|| = inf

λ∈C
||ft(a) + λft(1)||

≤ ||ft|| inf
λ∈C

||a+ λ|| = ||ft||||da||

≤ M ||q(a)||

Thus if ω =
∑
ωn ∈ ΩrA then using the above estimates we have that

||ω||Qr
=

∑
||Φt(ωn)||rn ≤ Mn+1||ωn||r

n

= M ||ω||Qr

This shows that Φt is a continuous homomorphism Φt : QrA→ QrB for all positive
r and so it extends to a continuous homomorphism Φt : QεA → QεB . This means
that Φt induces a map Φ∗t from the space of continuous supertraces on QεB to the
space of continuous supertraces on QεA.

We now want to prove that f0 and f1 induce the same map on the entire cyclic
cohomology. Let us then assume that T is a continuous supertrace on QεB , we want
to show that the supertraces on QεA T ◦Φ0 and T ◦Φ1 are homotopic. But we can
define a supertrace on Ω1QεB by the formula

τ(ωδη) =
∫ 1

0
T (Φt(ω)Φ̇t(η))dt

It is clear that we have Tδη = TΦ1(η) − TΦ0(η) which means that the supertraces
TΦ0 and TΦ1 are homotopic. We now need to check that Φt and Φ̇t are continuous.
But since we have for any a ∈ A

d/dt(p(ft(a))) = p(ḟt(a))

d/dt(q(ft(a))) = q(ḟt(a))

we can estimate the norms of these elements as before, using the fact that the deriva-
tive ḟt is uniformly bounded by N . We find that

||p(ḟt(a))|| ≤ N ||p(a)||

||q(ḟt(a))|| ≤ N ||q(a)||

¿From this point on the proof is the same as in the case of simplicial normalization
theorem.
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